CV AXEL NEUMANN

2017

THE SENSE OF BEAUTY. Solo exhibition with light, music and performance on 800 sq in the
WORMSER in Worms. 74 exhibits - including 4 large formats
Beginning of the exchange on cave incubations with the archeologist Prof. Ustinova from Ben
Gurion University of Negev, Israel

2015

Start of the digitalisation project „catalogue of works Fountain Pen Paintings“

2013

Multimedia-based painting presentation with more than 40 exhibits in the artist’s home town

2012

Exhibition at Cosma Shiva Hagen´s (Nina Hagen´s daughter) Gallery „Sichtbar“ in Hamburg

Since 2011

Work on Symphony No. 5

2009

Painting presentations at the Museums´ Night Singen

2008

First experiments with illuminations of a fountain pen painting at the Steisslinger culture days

2007 - 2011

Symphony No. 4 - Original size 40 m x 30 m

2006 - 2007

Symphony No. 3 - Original size 13 m x 10 m

Since 2006

Private painting presentations in exclusive settings in England, Switzerland and Germany

2006

Second computer animation. 12 minutes

2003 - 2004

Symphony No. 2 - Original size 1 m x 57 m

2002

First computer animation. 10 minutes

Seit 1999

Engagements in several German and international movie and TV productions:

„Pola X“ by Leos Carax
„Freedom“ by Sharunas Bartas (Special price of the jury at Filmfestival Venice, 2000)
„Nitschewo“ by Stefan Sarazin (Winner Tiburon Filmfestival 2005)
„König der Diebe“ by Ivan Fila (Winner Czech Lion 2005)
„Siegfried“ by Sven Unterwaldt
"7 Zwerge – Der Wald ist nicht genug“ by Sven Unterwaldt (German Comedy Film Price, 2006)
„U-900“ by Sven Unterwaldt
„Ich und Kaminski“ by Wolfgang Becker
„Der Urbino Krimi“ by Uwe Janson, et al.
1999

As actor he changes from theatre to film

1999 - 2005

Symphony No. 1 - Original size 23 m x 22 m

1999

Genre-crossing painting presentation with music at the theatre in Innsbruck

1997 - 1999

Cycle of battles on John Milton’s „Paradise Lost“ - Series of multiple part f.p. paintings

1996

Exhibition at „Horch und Guck“ at the theatre Leipzig

1994

Birth of Acrylic Fountain Pen Painting
Award for Culture of the city of Singen

1990 – 1993

Search for the right painting technique, experiments with fountain pen and ink

1990

Incubation

1987 to 1999

Engagements as professional actor – the last 5 years at the theatre Leipzig

ARTIST‘S STATEMENT
From birth onwards, I bear something in me that
forces me to be an artist. It demands
unconditional devotion to my mission. For me,
the matter is more important than my personal
well-being.
By outsiders, this may be perceived as
abandonment and sacrifice. But that is a
prejudice. This kind of humility does not make us
feel small and weak, but rather releases great
enthusiasm and untapped inner potential, and it
builds respect for everything that humankind
can accomplish and create.
Twenty-five years ago, at the end of my training,
my theatre teacher gave me the following
advice: "If you want to further develop yourself
into a portrayer of human characters, you have
to expose yourself to an extreme situation." I
have implemented the first idea that came
along, and locked myself in my completely
darkened flat for three weeks.
Never bevor have I seen the images that
appeared in that situation. There were
extremely many of them, and they appeared in
rapid succession. However, the experience felt
completely natural, there was nothing
spectacular about it. I memorized these pictures,
and knew that I had to learn a second craft.
There were some failed attempts and deadlocks necessary before I could depict what I have seen. Only by
means of the fountain pen, I was able to track down the solution. Gradually, a special painting system
crystallized which allowed me to reproduce the three-dimensionality and dynamics of the seen worlds. Finally, I
was able to devote myself fully to the productive flow of my work. That was an enormous relief, because my
motives urged to be put on paper.
My paintings are created without a preliminary drawing. I can only start with a new motif when I see it in my
mind’s eye. My head is packed with folders in which I have sorted and filed those images. Sometimes, I can
quickly draw the new motif out of the folder, but occasionally it takes several days and weeks to remember.
I follow a strict daily routine, and the motifs grow very slowly. The devotion expressed in the moment of
painting is highly important to me. Only what I have poured into a painting can actually reach the viewer. I
experience this process as contemplation.
Many times, I was asked what worlds I paint. I have no answer to this question. I do not scrutinize my calling. I
rely on my experience. Thus, I would also like to encourage the viewer and invite him or her to turn off his
rationality and just listen to the artwork and the subconscious mind, to trust the flow of imagination and
feelings - not to control, but to let go. Then, the door to the inner world can open up, the only place where we
can find everything we need.

To me, art is magic. One cannot understand it rationally, only emotionally. I consider my images as a permeable
skin between the mental and the material world, activated and brought into vibration by the viewer's
attention. My goal is to make the emotional shell of the viewer resound with these vibrations. The one who
feels, will encounter reality and oneself. We are no longer outside, in front of or next to, but amids of  in the
Here and Now. Feeling is a form of perception making knowledge from another level of being accessible. "
Axel Neumann, Berlin 2017

